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**ABSTRACT**

The research reported in this paper is based on a hypothetical revealed preference experiment for valuing traffic noise nuisance as perceived in the interior of apartments located in Lisbon. The experiment used both the observed behavior of householders’ apartment choices which are designated as the *ex ante* situation (i.e. before living in the apartment) and a hypothetical choice of apartments located in the same block/lot of the respondent but on a different façade or floor and thus varying in terms of noise exposure. This hypothetical choice occurs after respondents have experienced traffic related noise indoors. Thus addressing a criticism of hedonic pricing models that purchasers do not always have a good understanding of the noise levels they will experience.

Results from random parameters logit models indicate the importance of respondents’ experience when valuing qualitative attributes such as traffic nuisance. Whereas in the *ex ante* situation quiet had been mentioned only by a small percentage of the respondents as the most important location factor, in the *ex post* situation the quiet coefficient was found to be a statistically significant one. Additionally, the marginal value of quiet for a household located at the quieter façade was around twice as high as for a household in an apartment fronting the main road.
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